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6EL01: Exploring Voices in Speech and Writing
Introduction
This unit comprises the examined component of AS Language and Literature. With its explicit
focus on aspects of voice it assesses understanding of how spoken voices are used and written
voices are created in transcripts of authentic conversation and in literary, non-literary and multimodal texts drawn from the 20th and 21st centuries.
SECTION A (Questions 1a and 1b) involves the exploration of 3 unseen extracts. Candidates are
required to identify features of spoken language and examine how writers and speakers shape
and craft the extracts provided.
SECTION B assesses understanding of how the spoken word is represented in literary texts and
is based upon the text they have studied. An extract from their studied text is presented as a
starting point for analysis and they are then asked to make links to the broader novel/novella/
collection.
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Section A
Question 1 required candidates to explore three unseen extracts provided in the source booklet a transcript of authentic conversation (used in conjunction with Question 1a), an extract from a
travel blog and an extract from an autobiography (used in conjunction with Question 1b)
Q1a(i) asked candidates to identify three spoken word features from Extract A (a transcript of
an authentic conversation between two brothers and a travel agent) and then to provide an
example of each feature from the extract.
Q1a(ii) asked candidates to comment on the function of two of their selected features within
the extract.
Q1a(i) was marked out of a maximum 6 marks at AO1 and candidates generally handled this
section well. Successful responses named features accurately and matched them to examples
drawn from the extract. Some candidates failed to employ accurate terminology in the naming of
features, others repeated the same feature and in this way restricted the potential for reward,
a significant few did not match feature with exemplification from the extract. Some centres do
need to address confusion with terminology – the most common being ‘ellipsis’ and ‘elision’ in
relation to this particular question.
Q1a(ii) was marked out of a maximum mark of 4, again at AO1. Here those that linked the
function of their identified feature to directly to the extract were rewarded. A significant
minority gave generic definitions of these features and lost relatively straightforward marks as a
result.

This script accurately identifies and exemplifies 3 features from Extract A. It was therefore
awarded 6 marks for this component.
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It also achieves full marks for Q1aii:

Examiner Comments
The comments make clear links between the feature and its function within the extract and
demonstrate understanding of this function within the exchange itself.

The following response to Q1a(ii) is typical of a significant minority in that it offers a generic
definition of features identified in response to Q1a(i). It falls short in that it does not offer links
between these features and their specific function within the extract itself. It was awarded a
mark of 2/4 for this component.

Examiner Comments
Comments define the features in generic terms only. There is no specific
link to the function of the features within the extract itself
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Q1b
This second component of Q1 links to two unseen extracts provided in the Source Booklet. Text
B is an extract from a travel blog and Text C is an extract from Stephen Berkoff’s autobiography.
The question asks candidates to examine how the writers:

•

Shape or craft the texts to meet the expectations of their respective audience/purpose/
context

•

Employ aspects of spoken language in their texts.

Reponses are assessed against AO2 with its specific focus on how structure, form and language
shape meaning, and AO3 with its specific focus on the contextual factors which impact on the
production and reception of texts. Each AO is marked out of 20, giving an overall maximum mark
of 40 for this question.
Overall, the extracts gave candidates the opportunity to discuss a range of linguistic and
contextual features. Higher band answers often presented an integrated discussion of both texts,
demonstrating a confident command of terminology and a good appreciation of purpose and
audience. The best answers to this question gave equal weight to both extracts. Many candidates
approached the tasks with skill and insight, with some notable higher band answers reflecting
their knowledge and understanding of a variety of contextual (and generic) features within and
between the two texts. Many contrasted the two texts in order to tease out the methods by which
the writers shaped them. For this series, there seemed to be a welcome movement away from
‘feature-spotting’, as well as a general shift away from a formulaic deconstruction of the pieces.
In other words, although inevitably some candidates clung to a ‘this-is-the-purpose’, ‘this-is-theaudience’ structure, the vast majority of these still engaged with some skill with the needs of the
question.
Most found the blog more accessible that the autobiography and this proved to be something of
a discriminator. This was perhaps to be expected, but extended to some higher band responses
which developed some insightful and engaging comments on the use of spoken language aspects
in the blog, but then foundered a little when it came to applying the same frameworks to the
autobiography.
Higher band responses commented effectively on the spoken features of the blog its context,
though allusions to the Guardian readership were often vague, and the mix of registers was often
missed. More able candidates noted the assumed knowledge and experience of the common
cultural context exemplified by the mention of Skins, spending earnings on skinny jeans and drink,
chilling, partying etc. Only a few commented on the middle-class profile of ‘gappers’ with money
to spend ‘doing’ India writing blogs for The Guardian. Candidates were particularly successful
in noting the discontinuity features of spoken English and relating those to purpose and mode.
Similarly, the ellided features and discourse markers were noted and competently analysed
in terms of mode. Colloquialisms, rhetorical questions and ideolect were analysed, with the
more astute candidates recognising that Max Gogarty was doing his best to seem ultra cool and
sophisticated in the use of phrases such as ‘pretty damn decadent’, debauched beach parties’,’
the messy late-night stumblings into bars’. It was amusing to read that seventeen year olds think
that older people would be offended to read the ‘taboo’ word, bullshit, hence Gogarty’s delicate
abbreviation to ‘bull’ wholly missing the point about a nineteen year olds embarrassment about
admitting that there may be more to travel than the partying. A few noted the vaguely dated use
of the phrase ‘nook and cranny’.
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On the other hand, many candidates struggled to comment usefully on the Berkoff text. Its
combination of adult reflection and childhood reminiscence was usually missed. Higher Band
responses recognised the mixture of styles- the informal direct address with contractions,
colloquialisms and the asides (‘ first class grammar school’,’ local authorities with their traditional
myopia...’) versus the formal lexis. Most candidates recognised some of the contextual elements
such as placing Berkoff’s childhood experiences in the immediate post war era. No one actually
commented that he assumes the reader knows which war he means nor that the ‘American
adventure’ is an oblique reference which the reader has to deduce as having a major impact
on the family finances. Candidates understood that place names, brand names, keeping hens in
the back yard and having an outside loo were important in contextualising the era which Berkoff
experienced. The crafted nature of the text, in particular the use of detail to evoke a period,
and the combination of different sentence types was often unappreciated, though candidates
usually picked up on the more obvious spoken elements of the text. More successful candidates
recognised that the use of hyphens in the first sentence, the use of information in brackets and
the use of dependent clauses (although the terminology was rarely used) imitated direct speech.
Mid-lower band responses asserted that autobiographies in general and continuous prose of
this kind are for ‘old’ people and that words such as ‘perpetually’, ‘myopia’, ‘salvation’ and
‘indomitable’ are used only by ‘old/middle class’ people. Candidates tended to describe
sentences as being ‘long’ without analysing type. Weaker candidates described the style as
‘formal’ then went on to comment on the contractions without recognising any contradiction.
Candidates note the use of colloquialisms as a feature without noting how those might link
to audience or purpose. Only very few candidates noted the mixture of registers of those
colloquialisms with the current phrases ‘hang out,’ loo’ as opposed to the less modern ‘natter’
and ‘bloke’.
A small number of candidates misread the rubric and commented either on Text A (the transcript
of authentic conversation) and Text B or all three extracts in the source booklet, although these
were marked on merit this limited potential for reward in many instances.
With some middle to upper band responses, there seemed to be a focus on the aspects of genre/
context/audience in the texts, without much comment or discussion on the (spoken) language
features. In other words, some candidates used the bullet points as an opportunity to divide their
response between these areas, rather than combine their ideas and exploration using language as
the basis. Of course these were rewarded as appropriate, but at times there was a sense of having
to award marks for the implicit nature of this approach in this crucial area of understanding,
rather than being able to see plainly the candidates’ skill in dissecting the use of language.
At AO2, successful responses explored a range of language features in both extracts.
Exemplification was consistent and appropriate and the responses offered considered comment
on the link between form and function. Terminology was fairly wide ranging and applied with
accuracy. Less successful responses picked up on some general language features although
coverage of the extracts was often uneven. In lower band answers exemplification was
inconsistent and sometimes inaccurate. Levels of specific analysis and links between form and
function were limited and/or undeveloped.
At AO3 successful responses offered developed comment on the context of both extracts with
consideration of the factors that influenced the production and reception of each. Investigation
of the blog considered the conventions associated with this form of communication. Less
successful responses were unbalanced – most skirting the extract from the autobiograph, making
generalised, undeveloped comments about context.
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The following excerpts are drawn from a response that falls into the lower range of achievement.
At AO2 it picks up on some general language features in both extracts, although exemplification
is patchy and links between form and function limited. At AO3 comments are very general and
again undeveloped:

Examiner Comments
There is a sense of the link between the informality of the text and the age of
the audience but comments are not fully developed and lack precision

Examiner Comments
There is only a very generalised sense of context and the potential for
interaction afforded by the blog.
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As with many less successful responses the autobiography presented problems on many levelscontextual and linguistic.

Examiner Comments
There is a general appreciation of the generic form, but some confusion
is evident in this respect. There is also confusion and inaccuracy
regarding features and terms.
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The following excerpts are drawn from a response that falls into the mid-upper range of
achievement. Overall it offers a relatively well balanced investigation of both extracts and as
such shows significant improvement on the previous response in terms of AO achievement. It was
awarded a mark of 16 for AO2 and 14 for AO3.
There is a developed sense of audience, particularly in respect of the investigation of Text B:

Examiner Comments
There is a clear understanding of the link between the informal
tone and register of the blog and the audience that it targets.
Links between method and effect are well drawn, with accurate
analysis in reasonable range.
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Examiner Comments
This focus is sustained with regards to the investigation of the blog, and
integrated comment and analysis demonstrate understanding of audience
and purpose and of authorial voice and intent.

At AO3 there is awareness of the contextual factors that influence the content and structure of
the blog
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And of the autobiography

Examiner Comments
There is awareness of some of the significant features of the
genre and the methods used by Berkoff to achieve a sense of
time and place. Terminology is applied with accuracy

Section B (Q2-8)
Questions in this section cover the range of literary texts studied for the examination. Candidates
were presented with an extract selected from their set text and were asked to explore aspects of
voice it contained. They were then directed to comment beyond the extract to the wider novel,
novella or collection (according to the text studied).
A successful response to the literary set text should offer detailed investigation of the given
extract and extend beyond it into the broader novel/novella/collection. There should be
relatively sustained focus on the central issues of the task (this varies, obviously, across questions
and set texts) and selection of evidence should afford appropriate links to the extract and to the
task. The more able candidates here were able to focus on the “how” voices and effects were
created rather than producing a “literature” essay.
At their best, higher band responses were fluent, clear and technically accurate. Successful
responses commented closely on the critical detail of the extract and used this as a base from
which to explore the text as a whole. Exploration of the extract was thorough and systematic
and links to the broader text were well defined and appropriate. Exemplification was consistent
and judiciously selected and examples were investigated using literary and linguistic approaches
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that were relevant to the task. At AO1 terminology was accurate and analysis extended to word,
sentence and whole text level. At AO2 there was a degree of confidence in consideration of
structure, form and language. Links between the extract and the wider text were well defined
and exemplified accurately. Responses demonstrated confidence with the specifics of analysis and
used this to explore links to how meaning is shaped by structure, form and language.
The most significant failing of the less successful responses was in the lack of focus on the
extract. A significant minority offered a few brief comments supplemented by what looked like
a largely prepared answer on the rest of the text. Ignoring the precise wording of the question
was also a frequent failing. The distinction between ‘attitude’ and ‘voice’, for example, in many
of the questions was often overlooked with candidates describing the viewpoint of a character
but neglecting to show how this was reflected linguistically. This was usually part of a larger
difficulty, i.e. that of distinguishing between description and analysis.
The choice of ‘extension’ material in some responses did not offer opportunity to move from
the extract and make links across the broader text. This was particularly true of the short story
collections where less successful responses seemed to simply attempt to work in a response
to a story with which they were familiar without real focus on the task or the extract. Some
candidates lacked consistent focus on the central issues of the task (this varied, obviously,
across questions and set texts) and digressed into generalised comment on, for example, the
perceived Feminism of Carter, the post-slavery context of Walker or the much investigated theme
of paralysis in Joyce. Selection of evidence was inconsistent and at times supported general
assertions rather than those that linked directly to the extract and to the task.
In lower- mid band responses exemplification tended to be inconsistent and not wholly
appropriate. Investigation of examples was limited in terms of analysis and there was a tendency
to describe. At AO1 terminology was offered in a very limited range and there was considerable
incidence of error. There tended to be an imbalance of analysis at word, sentence and whole text level with the majority focussing their analysis on lexical choice.
At AO2 there was a lack of confidence in consideration of structure, form and language. Links
between the extract and the wider text were weak and, at the lower bands of achievement,
omitted.

Q2: The Bloody Chamber, Angela Carter
The extract was one that many candidates could readily analyse in relation to the first bullet
point in the question, and many did this very well. Candidates were generally less secure in
examining how Carter uses voice and why as required by the second prompt. At the lower bands,
candidates were not secure in their identification of personal and possessive pronouns nor the use
of 1st, 2nd or 3rd person narration. The more able candidates included the majority of the points
indicated in the indicative content. Mid – range candidates were assured in their handling of the
feminist interpretation of their chosen text but less skilled in their analysis of style. A significant
number moved away from the demands of the question and became more about male dominance
in the stories rather than the female attitudes towards it.
Lower band responses seemed relatively comfortable with the choice of extract but then
struggled to find suitable areas of comparison when considering the second bullet point. This
contrasted with higher band answers significantly when reflecting on different answers that used
the same stories. An example of this would be two candidates who chose ‘The Erl-King’. The
lower band response saw this story and the characterisations as instances of male dominance
and the use of nature (with some success). The higher band answer saw a similar framework in
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application, but engaged effectively with various viewpoints in terms of the Erl-King himself,
the female protagonist, the symbolism of the caged birds and so on. In some ways these two
approaches were indicative of a general difficulty of understanding the authorial stance(s) in
Carter’s work, as well as the finer points of ‘awareness and resistance’ of the characters and
wider contexts generally.

Q3: paddy clarke ha ha ha, Roddy Doyle
Most candidates were able to provide a close analysis of the extract and candidates seemed
quite secure when discussing the changes that have happened in Paddy’s ‘life’ and how they have
shaped his voice. Less successful candidates struggled to link authorial technique to the purpose
of showing Paddy’s developing thought processes as he became more aware of people and events
around him.
More successful candidates chose episodes from Paddy’s early life, particularly his treatment of
his brother and his lack of awareness of the state of his parents’ marriage, and contrasted those
with his later concern for his brother and his attempts to stop his parents arguing culminating in
the formal greeting of his father at the end of the novel.
There were many mid-lower band responses that provided more general comments on how
Paddy’s voice develops in novel and did not support these with detailed analysis or even
quotations. For example, many commented on was how simple sentences are used frequently
early in novel to generate the realistic voice of a child but such statements often had little or no
evidence to support them. Similarly, whilst many candidates wrote about the way that Paddy’s
maturity relates to changing circumstances, few used much evidence to explain his ‘changing
circumstances.

Q4: The Color Purple, Alice Walker
In this series there was a pleasing movement away from formulaic comment on the use of ‘AAVE’
with some notable responses finding rich prospects in discussing how Celie communicates with
the reader at this stage in the novel comparing this against her more mature voice.
Many candidates were secure in terms of Celie’s development and how circumstances in the
novel relate to this, but struggled to link this to the question convincingly. Candidates were
secure regarding Celie’s attitude towards Shug, but were less secure when considering the
attitudes of others and how these relate to society as a whole. While most could describe how
Celie’s attitude towards Shug changes they struggled to discuss the way this is shown in the
manipulation of Celie’s voice by Walker. Some candidates did offer some insightful analysis
regarding the way that values are passed between generations, as demonstrated by Mr_ and
his father, and Mr_ and Harpo. There were some incisive higher band explorations of the way
viewpoints are shaped by social and cultural prejudice. Some of the most assured responses
examined the contrasting language used by Celie in her early letters with that used in the letters
when Shug had given her love, self-respect and hope.
Some lower band answers seemed to misinterpret the second bullet point to the extent of
exploring (on a basic level) African-American society as a whole without grounding this in how
and why Walker presents it as such. The word ‘attitudes’ was interpreted variously to mean: the
attitudes of men to women in Afro-American society; the attitudes of men to Shug as a woman
who behaves atypically; women’s attitudes to each other; Celie’s attitude to Shug as a woman
independent of men and offering a love not found in her relationships with men. At this level
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many got lost in deciding which of these themes to pursue, tending to a narrative response.

Q5: Restoration, Rose Tremain
Handling of this question was generally more successful than in previous series in that
candidates incorporated more focussed analytical comment. However a significant minority
presented descriptive rather than analytical investigations and others failed to match their clear
understanding of (and engagement with) the novel with systematic exemplification (and linguistic
interrogation) of their assertions.
There was reasonable and generally systematic focus on the extract and the way it conveys the
narrator’s attitudes to his past, present and future – with many commenting successfully on
the use of tense and perspective. In mid-lower band responses the second bullet point was not
addressed as confidently, especially in relation to how Merivel’s changing attitude towards 17th
century England was conveyed. When this was referred to, it was often accompanied by little
explanation and was not supported with evidence.

Q6: Address Unknown, Kressmann Taylor
Overall, candidates seemed secure in tackling the question and recognising language features.
The extract gave many candidates the opportunity to range through and beyond this point in
the plot with varying degrees of success. Higher band responses saw the occasion afforded by
the question and use of character/voice to range to and from Martin’s perspective with a high
degree of success. The best answers examined the extract and projected both forward and back
to examine the syntax/lexis/attitudes of the early letters contrasted with the Nazi propaganda
letters and those of the ‘code’ and that of Martin’ final plea. There was, however, little detailed
focus on the way that Max’s attitude towards Germany changes.
Many lower band answers seemed to be content with using the second bullet point as a
springboard into discussing the rest of the novella from that point onwards, often lapsing into a
narrative approach.
Candidates were very confident in writing about the epistolary form.

Q7: Cloudstreet, Tim Winton
Higher band responses offered secure analysis of the extract was included and some sound
understanding of the way that Fish’s fate is signalled in the novel. A number of candidates wrote
convincingly about the complex voice of the extract and were able to link it to Fish’s mental
state and the other voices in the text. Some very successful responses handled the possibility
of the ‘separated’ voice of Fish with eloquence and insight and were clearly well taught in this
respect.
Mid-lower band responses seemed unsure of how to apply the frameworks to the extract and
lacked a range of examples to make the case required by the second prompt which very clearly
told them what to examine. The complexity of the novel meant that some candidates really
struggled to articulate their ideas here. Few candidates were able to confidently address the how
broader circumstances in the novel shaped Fish’s voice.
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Q8: Dubliners, James Joyce
There were some excellent responses to this question in terms of their close linguistic and
literary analysis and in the focussed manner way in which the question was addressed. Many
candidates confidently addressed the first part of the question on the contrasting attitudes
towards Ireland; less fully focused on the ways in which Dublin relates to other parts of Ireland.
The question did not instruct candidates to include other stories in their response (given the
length and complexity of The Dead). A significant number of responses referred to other stories
in the collection these responses were marked on their merit and were often very successful.
Higher band responses offered thoughtful explorations of Joyce’s ambivalent attitude towards
Ireland, and the way this is reflected in the confrontation between Miss Ivors and Gabriel. There
was confident and fully integrated analysis and a clear sense of authorial voice and intent.
Examples of candidate responses
The following excerpts are drawn from a response that falls just below the mid range of
achievement receiving a mark of 9 at AO1 and 12 at AO2.
The response is characterised by its inconsistency. There is a generalised sense of author and
craft, some investigation of technique and some focus on the task. The candidate offers some
effective exploration of women in society but is less secure when commenting on the attitudes of
women to this position or the means by which this attitude is conveyed to the reader.
Exploration of the extract offers some focussed comment. The opening sentence offers much
opportunity for close analysis and this response grasps that opportunity fully, and makes a strong
start:
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Examiner Comments
The opening declarative is examined in close detail. Its
transactional nature is addressed and there is interesting
discussion about identity and graphology. This aspect is perhaps
over worked as the paragraph moves to its conclusion.

As the response progresses the focus slips. There is evidence of some interpretation of the
extract but specific analysis is thin and sometimes inaccurate:
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Examiner Comments
Here there is evidence of misreading - the father’s veins throb due to
his expectation of ‘perpetual pleasure’ not in response to the weather.
Attempts analysis are undeveloped and generalised or inaccurate, the
cited sentence is NOT actually an exclamatory sentence, for example.

Examiner Tip
The extract offers opportunity for close reading and
analysis – read it closely and with focus on the question.

The selection of the second story is sound enough, but investigation is thin and largely restricted
to the opening paragraphs:
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Examiner Comments
The comments domestic ‘confinement’ are valid enough but
the response does not fully move beyond this rather restricted
perspective to wider comment on society.
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The following excerpts are drawn from a response that falls into the mid-upper range of
achievement.
There is clear engagement with –and understanding of – key aspects of the novel. The response
starts strongly, with good focus on the central issues of the task and a close and highly effective
reading of the extract. Mid-latter sections of the response lose some of this focus and slip into
more generalised comment that restricts the potential to move into the higher bands, especially
at AO2. Although Merivel’s perspective on his own life is very well developed, there is more
restricted comment on his perspective on 17th Century England which is a key component of the
second bullet.

Examiner Tip
Spend time on breaking down the key aspects of the question.
The key components will be clear and should be used as the
basis for planning your response before you begin.

p
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Examiner Comments
This is the most successful element of the overall response; there is sustained focus on
the task, effective analysis and clear appreciation of technique. The separation of Merivel
from Robert is appreciated as a key device and the mechanisms for this separation (and
the attendant shift in perspective) are expressed effectively and fluently.
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Examiner Comments
There an understanding of the subtleties of the whole text worthy of reward in the upper bands
of achievement. There is also an appreciation of the transitional nature of the protagonist at this
point through close reference to, and analysis of, narrative voice here and at earlier points in the
novel. Analysis is accurate and integrated with a degree of sophistication that would have placed
the response in the highest bands if this had been sustained.
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Examiner Comments
There is a drift to more generalised comment mid-response although references to use of
tense offer some link to the question. The final sentences offer some comment on 17th
Century England but this is undeveloped and characterises the handling of the second
component this respect.
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The following excerpts are drawn from a response that falls into the highest bands of
achievement. The response addresses the whole story with sustained focus on voice and clear
appreciation of Joyce as author and character as device. Expression is sophisticated and well
controlled throughout. Analysis is confident and critical with fluidly integrated comment on
ideological and contextual issues that underpin the crafting of voice and character.

Examiner Comments
The challenge of the exchange is fully contextualised with a clear sense of authorial voice
and exchange as mechanism. The dynamic of the conversation is explored in analytical
detail. Grice, usually something of an ‘add-on’, is integrated with real understanding and
subtlety.
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Examiner Comments
Evidence is judiciously selected to provide clear evidence of the
conflicting perspectives. Analysis is accurate, insightful and well
integrated, addressing the voices of the characters themselves and
the overriding, sometimes conflicted, perspective of the author.
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The response moves fluidly from the extract to focussed critical analysis of the wider story:
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Examiner Comments
The marriage is explored as a device for broader comment which
sustains focus on the task. Comments on perspective are subtle
and insightful – the investigation of the song evidences the
sophistication of the response as a whole.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

N

U

Raw boundary mark

100

69

61

53

45

38

31

0

Uniform boundary mark

120

96

84

72

60

48

36

0
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